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Rise of BTM Batteries 
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Cumulative installed battery capacity 
(GWh) in Australia, 2015 to 2040

Source: BNEF New Energy Outlook 2015

• Drivers

– PV and battery price trajectories

– Retail energy arbitrage

– Demand-based tariffs

• Impact of 20 GW

– 2.5M homes (1 in 5)

– 35% of NEM generation capacity

– cannot be left to act uncoordinated!

• Role in meeting system needs

– generation/load matching

– power flow management

– voltage management

– frequency stability



Several possible solutions are getting attention at the moment:

• Virtual Power Plant / Aggregation approach (VPP)

• Distribution market trading exchange platforms (deX)

• Peer-to-peer trading models (P2P)

But these all suffer from one or more significant shortfalls:

➢ Do not consider network (line, transformer) constraints

➢ Do not consider impact of actions on network state

➢ Do not consider locational value of distributed resources

➢ Generally apply actions to all resources equally, even if inefficient

➢ Require central ‘control’ / computationally unfeasible at massive scale

➢ Requires detailed state knowledge / compromises privacy of data

 Network Aware Coordination (NAC) aims to solve these

Solving the Coordination Problem
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NAC / CONSORT approach
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Project will address three main research questions:
1. How to optimally coordinate a large number of battery systems?

2. How to fairly reward consumers for supporting the network?

3. How do consumers respond / adapt to the technology and to helping the network?

 CONSORT is an ARENA ‘R&D Rnd2’ project: $2.9m funding, Apr 2016 – Apr 2019

 CONSORT is a collaboration between three universities (ANU, Usyd, UTAS), one battery 
technology provider (Reposit Power) and the DNSP (Tasnetworks)

 NAC is being deployed via a trial deployment of ~35 PV and battery systems on 
TasNetworks’ network on Bruny Island in SE Tasmania.

 Network Aware Coordination (NAC) aims to solve these



Bruny Island
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• ARENA funded

• Under Research & Development round

• 3 year research/2 year trial

• Manage cable load and Diesel use

• Collaboration: ANU, USyd, UTAS, Reposit Power, 

TasNetworks

• ~150 kW battery capacity

• ~32 customers

Bruny Trial On a Page
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• Future batteries need to be ‘smart’

For customer led future

• But what does ‘smart’ mean?

“Does it do what I want it to?”

• And how do we help customers work it out?

“One size fits all is probably wrong”

Why is it important to TasNetworks?
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Bruny Island today!
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Bruny demand data

 Peak demand always occurs during holiday periods and weekends

 Morning and evening peaks all year round (no coincidence with PV)

 Diesel required for both peaks, no one of them is always larger

An example of a peak period (June long weekend 2016):



Bruny Island today!
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Occurs about 20 
times per year

Bruny demand data

 Peak demand always occurs during holiday periods and weekends

 Morning and evening peaks all year round (no coincidence with PV)

 Diesel required for both peaks, no one of them is always larger

An example of a peak period (June long weekend 2016):



Network-Aware Coordination  
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• Battery Coordination Mechanism
– optimally schedules batteries

– network-aware: models the network and its constraints

– consumer-aware: respects privacy, preferences

– online, distributed, scalable, fully automated

• Mechanism creates a local network-support market
– produces real-time nodal price signals

– incentivises controllers to prevent constraint violations
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• Solve multi-period unbal. 3-Φ optimal power flow problem

 in a distributed (iterative) manner, every 5 min

 every participant (selfishly) solve their own sub-problem

 ADMM (multipliers = nodal price of constraint violation)

battery 

controller

power flow 

equations 

Network-Aware Coordination  



BrunyTrial Architecture  
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NAC Demo – peak demand day
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Bruny Island Results  
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• Diesel: NO

• Batteries: NO

• NAC: NO

 Fully configured simulations 

of past events 

 Acceptance testing prior to 

physical live trials
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Bruny Island Results  
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• Diesel: YES

• Batteries: YES

• NAC: YES

 Fully configured simulations 

of past events 

 Acceptance testing prior to 

physical live trials



Bruny Island tomorrow!
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Modelled demand after PV / battery deployment:

• 180 kW distributed PV, 150 kW / 300 kWh distributed batteries

• 100 kW minimum diesel generator output

Applied to the 2 years worth of historical demand data:

 Batteries cycle less than 1.5% of their energy for network support

Before 
PV/battery 

deployment

After 
PV/battery 
installation

Reduction

Number of diesel 
generator starts

43 14 67%

Diesel generator run-
hours

210 36 83%

Annual diesel generation 
(MWh)

22.7 1.96 91%



Novel rewards structures and payments methods:

• University of Sydney is leading this research

• Intersection of economic theory and computational optimisation

➢ Uses game theory to divide ‘surplus’ equitably (via Shapley values)

➢ Requires solving a large number of OPF counterfactuals

➢ Establishes fair division of ‘savings’ (since NAC locational prices may not be)

➢ Complex computationally, but easy to ‘package’ for customers

➢ We’re using two distinct payment methods, per event:
➢ An Energy Reserve payment (computed ahead of time, paid regardless of actual usage)

➢ An Energy Usage payment (computed after event, based on battery usage)

Rewarding Consumers Fairly
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Social science research:

• University of Tasmania is leading this research

• Conducted via one-on-one interviews, surveys, energy diaries, focus group

➢ Assessing customer response to and adaptation to technology

➢ Teasing out customer attitudes towards supporting the network

➢ Testing consumer response to different rewards payment types

➢ Gauging consumer sentiment about differential rewards (between 
participants)

Consumer Response to NAC
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Social science research – some early findings:

➢ Customer interest and engagement in community helping network is high

➢ Back-up function of batteries is extremely important to customers

➢ Optimised battery operation is not always intuitive; many customers start from 
a position of mis-trust of technology:

“Q: Have you been using the Reposit App and got information from that?

Yes, we do look at it.

Q: What do you think about the information that is provided?

Crap!

Q: Has it provided you with any new information?

We don’t know because we don’t know how far to trust it.” [interview BT113, June 2017]

Consumer Response to NAC
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Latest project status:

• First live trials (using artificial cable constraints) in the coming weeks

• Trials on real demand peaks from 2018 onwards

• Testing of two customers reward mechansims: ‘reserve’ and ‘usage’ 

• Extensive consumer surveys & analysis ramping up

…and beyond:
• Expansion of NAC capabilities / R&D

– power system management functionality (reserve scheduling & FFR, with constraints)

• Commercialisation – integrated into ADMS platforms or separate DSO offering

• Further deployments into networks with known problems

 Isolated Power Systems containing high and increasing level of distributed 
generation are prime candidates for next generation NAC trials!

CONSORT / NAC – Outlook
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Thank you for your attention
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For more information on CONSORT and the Bruny Island Battery Trial, please visit:   http://brunybatterytrial.org/

http://brunybatterytrial.org/

